Live on Binance Smart Chain

Introduction
Get to know the project

Galaxy Heroes is a utility-centric token with a focus on diversity across many areas of
the decentralized space - from GameFi, NFTs, to the Metaverse.
GHC is your gateway to a decentralized galaxy where holders can take leadership of
their finances and earn sparkly rewards.

ENTER THE GALAXY AND BECOME A HERO

Mission

The power of Blockchain

We challenge ourselves to push for greatness with everything we do.
This is not your regular Binance Smart Chain Token. Here we build for the longterm and always based on utility development. GHC is your gateway to a
decentralized galaxy where holders can take leadership of their finances and earn
sparkly rewards.
We aspire to take on more and more meaningful partnerships and collaborate with
like-minded leaders in the space.
GHC intends to disrupt the crypto space and to get known by the masses while
always shooting for moon!

Values

A Global Community

Security

Community

Diversification

Here at GHC we are
constantly working towards
developing new ways to help
the Blockchain run safely and
secure and adapt to the end
users needs. With our
tokenomics users will be
assured they are in a safe
project! Locked liquidity &
verified contract.

Galaxy Heroes was introduced
as a community-driven token
geared towards fellow
superhero fans.

Galaxy Heroes includes
governance mechanisms that
will enable users to have a
say in the project decisions; a
cross-chain NFT Marketplace
where you can buy, sell, mint,
and showcase your NFTs; and
a fully-fledged DEX with yield
farming - all of which will be
connected to the $GHC token,
always generating new
revenue streams for the
holders.

Led by affluential leaders,
GHC's global community is
highly involved and very active
across the Defi space, working
collectively to achieve every
milestone.

Tokenomics
New World Currency Token

Name: Galaxy Heroes Coin

Tax Distribuition:

Symbol: GHC
Total Supply: 700 Trillion
Trading Fee: 5%
Network: BSC (BEP-20)

3%

Marketing

2%
Buyback

GHC is a hyper deflationary Binance Smart Chain token meant
to moon from the start.
Our focus with these tokenomics is to continue to develop and
progress as a project.

Manual Burns

Swap

More than just a Social Media

Trade
GHC Swap is a quicker way to get GHC with lower fees.
Instantly swap crypto tokens: no registration or account needed.

Win
Regular events will be held where players can get the letters
NFT G A L X Y H E R O by trading GHC Swap.
Collect Galaxy or Heroes to get rich rewards.

（Coming soon）

Bonus include
GameFi NFT
GameFI Collectibles (can permanently increase attributes)
GameFi game items
Additional GHC rewards

Farm

Earn $GHC by staking GHC at our farms

Regular staking
Regular staking is set up with a class mechanism, different rewards will be received
for different classes.
First class: 50% bonus GHC and 3% principal GHC will be deducted for un-staking
within 1~7 days.
Second class: 35% bonus GHC and 2% principal GHC will be deducted for un-staking
within 7~14 days.
Third class: 10% bonus GHC and 1% principal GHC will be deducted for un-staking
within 14-30 days.

Locked-up staking:
The time limit for locked-up staking is 60/120 days, the higher the number of days, the
higher the APR. No additional rewards when exceeding the selection time.
60 days locked-up staking, APR 15%
120 days locked-up staking, APR 20%

GamiFi

More than just a Social Media

GamiFi

More than just a Social Media

Galaxy Heroes GameFi is a 2D RPG game with technology
galaxy universe style.

Background story

Ephemeris 2050: The earth has become

Ephemeris 3225 ~ present: The exploration of the

uninhabitable due to environmental pollution,

“ExplorerOne” exposed the coordinates of Mars, the

population, and war problems. The aviation division

evil forces began to invade. With the help of the

become the richest on earth. Elon Musk successfully

family X, Humankind successfully destroyed the

sent the survivors to Mars. The story begins.

invader's wormhole portal and eliminated the
invaders. Humankind attributed more to science and
technology ever since, and began to prepare for any
potential subsequent wars.

GamiFi

Power distribuition across the game

Power Distribuition
Explorer, expanding territory, merchants, connecting intergalactic civilizations, order, exploring uncharted territories.
Anti-hero side: Robber, First Explorer, Failed, Abandoned by Overlord, Totalitarian, Predator.
Robot: Servant, unstable factor of future rebellion, cloud information sharing, tool-based.
Aliens: Hunter, Warrior, Seeking Power and Proof, Battle Pact, Mercenaries, Religious System.
Higher Dimensional Consciousness: Outers, Unknown, Unobservable, Behind the Scenes.

GamiFi

Primary Game Modules Developed

Main Game Modules
Role module

Racing Module

Equipment Module

Rank Mechanism Module

Adventure Module

NFT Collection Module

PVE Module

Profit Module

Bounty Module

PVP Module

Strategic Reserve Module

Pet Module

Marketplace module

Spaceship module

Founder

Get to know more about the CEO

Brian Sumner

Founder/CEO

Started crypto journey in 2017, previously worked in
marketing for BSC projects that hit over $1 billion market
cap. A proud BAYC owner and a die hard enthusiast of
NFTs, Brian has been dedicated to GHC for the
transparency and the security of the project. He is the
captain galaxy of GHC and GVC.

Roadmap

Follow our plans for the future

Phase 1

Phase 2

V4 Token migration
Staking on BSC
Cross-chain Bridge
Marketing Boost
Monthly Competitions
Influencer Partnerships

Token Burns
GameFi Launch
Listing on top CEXs
NFTs Launch
Gaming Platforms
Partnerships

Phase 3

Animations Studio
Partnerships
Galaxy Heroes animated
pictures and films
Further Developments

Socials

Check out our social media pages

Join our vibrant community of over 85,000 Galaxy Heroes today!
Website: galaxyheroescoin.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/GalaxyHeroesGHC (verified)
Telegram: https://t.me/galaxyheroescoin (verified)
Discord: https://discord.gg/galaxycoins
Medium: https://galaxyheroes.medium.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/galaxyheroesghc
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/galaxyheroescoin

Official token contract:
0x9Cb9478C5Db5dAe52D5Af91737FF706F60195e45

